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The Power of God and the Gods of Power
2008-01-01
in this accessible and enlightening book daniel migliore offers a study
of the nature of god s power migliore calls for a reassessment of our
understanding of the power of god and through his exploration of
historical and biblical references provides his own analysis of god s
power a complete understanding of the power of god migliore argues will
profoundly affect how we live and how we exert power as individuals and
as nations

The Sovereignty of God and The Godhood of God
2016-09-17
many people in todays world have a difficult time justifying the thought
of gods sovereignty in our troubled world pink tries to answer such
questions by showing that god is in control in creation and salvation
how that works with humanitys free will and finally how we should react
in these dark times

God And The Western World 2019-01-30
this book was inspired by god it brings god s activities on behalf of
earth s citizens from the shadows of history into illumination god s
mastery over the universe is brought to life from the big bang to modern
times a plausible theory is put forth regarding how god has employed his
tools only recently discovered but little understood by scientists dark
matter and dark energy to create and sustain the universe as we know it
god s book this book is a compliment to his bible from which it differs
in that for today s intelligent humans it explains how god advanced
creation and evolution after summarizing key portions of the bible this
book focuses sequentially upon god s activities in roman times the dark
ages medieval times renaissance times colonial times and the rise of the
united states through the big wars up to modern times god led us through
every period or we would not have reached these times as we are today
god used the west to advance the entire planet as all earth was afforded
the opportunity to know jesus christ god s unseen struggles are
summarized in the final chapter but there are much more in depth
presentations of god s tools dark matter and dark energy containing
preliminary information on how to develop necessary communications to
initiate their use by mankind to save earth god sees we are in imminent
danger of flooding coastal areas worldwide because of the greenhouse
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gasses resulting from long over use of fossil fuels and subsequent
melting of glaciers and icecaps the author posits that by leading us
through the millennia to our current level of understanding and through
this very book god has prepared us to partner with him to save our
civilization from devastation

God and the History of the Universe 2016-03-22
the popular belief that a scientific understanding of reality is
incompatible with a christian one is simply wrong some christian
understandings of reality do conflict with some scientific
understandings but a thoroughly rational christian understanding of the
origin and history of the universe will be informed by the best
scientific theories and the facts founded on them this book weaves a
narrative of the origin and history of the universe from the perspective
of contemporary science with a christian understanding of god and of god
s role in the origin and history of the universe at the center of this
integrated narrative is the view that god who is pure unbounded love is
creator the zest for life in the universe comes from god and god is the
source of truth beauty and goodness in the universe god is amazed and
delighted at what god and the world has created god is saddened by ways
creatures have fallen short of pure unbounded love truth beauty and
goodness and god s pure unbounded love keeps on trying to persuade all
creatures toward truth beauty and goodness

God and the Gods 1983
the author analyzes old and new testament accounts attempting to explain
their origins relating them to earlier religions and myths to political
events to writings and tales outside the canon

God and the Cosmos 2012-02-16
theologian harry lee poe and chemist jimmy h davis argue that god s
interaction with our world is a possibility affirmed equally by the
bible and the contemporary scientific record rather than confirming that
the cosmos is closed to the actions of the divine advancing scientific
knowledge seems to indicate that the nature of the universe is actually
open to the unique type of divine activity portrayed in the bible
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God and the World 1919
is our christianity that of the new testament god and men and their
relation to each other this i believe to be all that really matters in
the world and that is what i have written about here a w tozer like a
physician running a biopsy on lifeless faith here a w tozer offers one
of the most compelling critiques of feigned spirituality you may ever
read in of god and men tozer exposes false religious notions and lifts
up true new testament christianity a loving and gentle critique of
culture and even the church it reveals lies we unknowingly believe
godless practices we unknowingly do and treasures of christ we
unknowingly ignore a manifesto of true religion of god and men will set
your foot on the narrow path and lift your heart in soaring worship

Of God and Men 2015-09-22
in this hour of all but universal darkness one cheering gleam appears
within the fold of conservative christianity there are to be found
increasing numbers of persons whose religious lives are marked by a
growing hunger after god himself they are eager for spiritual realities
and will not be put off with words nor will they be content with correct
interpretations of truth they are athirst for god and they will not be
satisfied till they have drunk deep at the fountain of living water this
book is a modest attempt to aid god s hungry children so to find him
nothing here is new except in the sense that it is a discovery which my
own heart has made of spiritual realities most delightful and wonderful
to me others before me have gone much farther into these holy mysteries
than i have done but if my fire is not large it is yet real and there
may be those who can light their candle at its flame

The Pursuit of God 2018-01-25
from biblical times through the middle ages and the reformation the
christian religion enjoyed a sturdy belief in god consistent with human
knowledge of the universe but modern science then introduced a new
picture of this world at odds not only with the old world picture but
with the miracle working god of ancient scripture of the many different
responses to this conflict three stand out i to deny the religious view
of god and the world or ii to deny many solid findings of generations of
scientists concerning the evolution of stars the earth and life or iii
to deny little yet to affirm little in religion to repeat ancient
rituals without serious conviction lee adams young a physicist and bible
scholar claims to replace this chaos with an orderly view of god and the
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world in only 437 pages he makes three main points 1 the bible
consistently but falsely split the world into two separate realms heaven
and earth god rarely or never left his celestial throne room to visit
the earth the steeples of traditional churches pointed toward this sky
god and the lord s prayer still speaks of a father in heaven the result
has been a disconnect between god and the believer a chasm bridged only
by armies of angels and other intermediaries or via long distance calls
the solution according to at home with god here and now is to proclaim
as does science that there is only one realm of reality god should be
seen as dwelling in this world says young indeed within each of us
available for direct communication and personal support prayer should
take the form of face to face communication with a person no farther
away than the other end of a park bench 2 the bible consistently and
correctly insists upon the inseparability of the human body and soul so
does aristotle and the latest catholic catechism alas in postbiblical
times many jews and christians have come to believe that at death the
human soul could detach itself from the body and ascend to heaven young
responds as follows a if there is no heaven the latter step has no
meaning we are face to face with god now in this life because we already
live in a sacred world one need not die in order to reach the divine b
the notion of a soul that can function independently of bodily support
goes against ancient and modern awareness of the influence of bodily
conditions on thinking and memory c near death experiences ndes are
reports from the living not from those who died medical research shows
that ndes are triggered not by the objective peril of death but by the
subjective fear of death d human faith in an afterlife can blunt the
human need to put interpersonal relationships in order in this life we
must mend our personal fences now there is no second chance as the
hebrew bible says 3 the god depicted in young s book is entirely
consistent with modern science that god is seen as the essential
governor of nature whose regularities people depend on and science
describes this book is recommended to all who seek a religious faith
based on reality not makebelieve a faith grounded in ancient wisdom yet
believable in this modern age

At Home with God 2000-07-01
2010 christianity today book award winner the days have passed when the
goodness of god indeed the reality of god itself could reasonably be
called a consensus opinion god s reputation has come under considerable
review in recent days with some going so far as to say that it s not we
who ve made a mess of things instead whatever it is we call god is to
blame but is such an opinion really a fair assessment in this
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magisterial collection the contemporary complaints against belief in god
are addressed with intellectual passion and rigor by some of the most
astute theological and philosophical minds of the day j p moreland paul
moser john polkinghorne michael behe michael j murray alister mcgrath
paul copan jerry walls charles taliaferro scot mcknight gary habermas
mark mittelberg chad meister william lane craig including an interview
by gary habermas with noted convert to theism antony flew and a direct
critical response to richard dawkins s god delusion by alvin plantinga
god is great god is good offers convincing and compelling reassurance
that though the world has changed god has not

God Is Great, God Is Good 2010-08-24
all men of all nations return to their true source and roots of manhood
by the spirit of god and his word the women are not left out because
they play a wonderful role in men being all that they can be for jesus
and his plan for their lives the man has to contend with many things
that are working against him from the past present and future but when
he is connected to his true roots he has the greater power working for
him than what is against him the man is more than a conqueror the
prophecies are for the man and the whole body of christ that he belongs
to so they can know what god is doing in the nations and what he will do
in the future the man the church and the leaders can position themselves
with god and his son jesus the christ for a better nation all nations
have a season of judgment and all nations have a season of blessings so
the man and his nation can position themselves with the true and living
god

God 2012-06
the sovereignty of god is a doctrine that has been debated by christians
for centuries for some this remains a passionate topic creating
different camps among christians endlessly arguing about whether god s
sovereignty and human free will can co exist for the majority the
doctrine is a vague concept that remains to be explored this book deals
with these issues by examining what the bible says about god s
sovereignty and human responsibility it explores the sovereignty of god
by looking at god as the creator saviour shepherd and judge and tackles
questions that commonly emerge if we believe that god is truly sovereign
then we must live out the implications by living faithfully and
responsibly by trusting and obeying him amid the challenges of life
praying to him sharing about him with others and serving and hoping in
him our relationship with him is an important way to understand how his
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grace purpose and power invite us to respond responsibly to him in
active discipleship

The Sovereign God and the Christian Disciple
2012-08
over 75 of the people who live on this planet are followers of one of
the three major monotheistic religions they all consider abraham as the
father of their race and religion they all believe in one singular all
powerful all knowing benevolent god the hebrew call him yahweh the
christians refer to him as father or lord and muslims call him allah and
yet millions and millions of people have been murdered maimed and
tortured by the followers of this single entity to prove that their
version of this single god is better than the other two versions sounds
ridiculous and yet sadly enough more people have died in the name of
religion than any other cause in the history of humanity each and every
one of us at one time or another has asked or thought about such
fundamental questions as is there a god where did humans come from why
out of millions of species on earth only humans reached this level of
sophistication is there a life after death is there a purpose to life
why are we here are the scriptures truly the words of god more
importantly is there any way we could find answers to such questions the
fact is the answer to most of these questions and many more that we
thought unanswerable have been written down on clay tablets by our
ancient ancestors who lived in mesopotamia over 7000 years ago these
records are readily available to those who are willing to step outside
the dogmatic belief system of the establishment and are prepared
mentally and spiritually to tolerate a totally different rendering of
the oldest written historical records about mankind s origin purpose and
the truth about god our maker the subject matter of this book is an
attempt to investigate the circumstances under which mankind was made
and to trace the beginning and development of such concerns as the
emergence of the concept of god and the formation of what later became
known as religion this is done primarily by relying on our scriptural
texts particularly the old testament as well as other ancient
manuscripts such as sumerian akkadian and babylonian creation and
genesis epics the first chapter begins by examining the behaviour
commands and instructions given by yahweh to his chosen people these
commands and instructions are then evaluated and compared with basic
accepted human rights standards practised and observed by almost all
communities and societies past and present the question is then asked
how could an entity powerful enough to have created the entire universe
issue such cruel and sadistic commands against some of his own creations
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furthermore yahweh s behaviour is decidedly pro hebrew and shows no
regards or thought about non hebrew masses how could the universal god
show such bias towards a tiny fraction of his creatures with total
disregard for the rest finally the characteristics and personalities of
yahweh is analysed by scrutinising his behaviour actions and directives
as stated in the old testament before examining the god of christianity
in investigating the role and characteristics of god in christianity the
first thing that immediately becomes apparent is the absence of a
prominent role for god the father as we had witnessed in judaism the
christians or more specifically saint paul who was the founder and
designer of christianity as we know it today in order to distance his
creation from the hebrews and religion of yahweh invented a new godhead
and named him jesus christ ancient greek Ἰησοῦς içsous born of a virgin
with powers to heal the sick give sight to the blind and even raise the
dead who was crucified but resurrected three days later these were all
characteristics borrowed from various religions and cults prevalent at
the time in the levant from mithraism to the cult of apoll

Forbidden Theology 2021-07-26
who is god the problem with man is a book that is meant to introduce you
to the triune god elohim it leads you to be able to have a better
understanding of who god is and who we are to god the introduction alone
will provoke the thought and help the reader gain a better understanding
of the existence of god so that they can move past the problem of where
it came from this is one book that the reader will not want to skip over
the introduction the book is divided into four parts with three parts
devoted to each part of the godhead the father the son and the holy
spirit the last part of the book is dedicated to serving god the author
pulls a lot of information from scripture and the influences of other
great authors and pastors such as c s lewis a w tozer billy graham and
dr charles stanley the book is meant to provoke the reader to live a
life crucified to self and alive with joy in god it is great for the new
christian as an introduction to god and a guidebook to godly living it
will also be a great book for the christian who is seeking more in their
life and it will provoke them to find more for their life by living
their life less for themselves and more for god

Who Is God? 1919
millions of readers of william paul young s the shack want to know is
god really that good is this the same god we find in the bible or not is
the trinity really like what we find in the novel and what about evil in
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the world how much does the shack help us understand why it exists and
how god deals with it here are clear insightful responses to the
questions so many people want answers to

God and the Struggle for Existence 2010-07-27
many people believe in god and believe that god is everywhere but they
have yet to experience his presence what did it mean for moses to
encounter god at the burning bush how did it change his life and his
perception of god what is keeping you from experiencing his presence in
your life it was in that burning bush experience that moses began to
understand and appreciate the sacredness of worship through this book
tozer teaches how proper worship has to be equal to the one we are
worshiping so if we are worshiping god we must do it on his terms this
means having a spirit of reverence and holiness like moses taking off
his shoes and kneeling before him the bush s fire did not frighten moses
but rather it poured the essence of sacredness into his life giving him
an experience he had never had before let this book teach you how like
moses to kneel and worship before god s holy fire

God, the Bible and the Shack 1975
our god truth and order displays a simple view of god s pattern for
mankind orderliness in a believer expresses a godly disciplined life god
s creation articulates his intensions to have an everlasting communion
with man the lord first introduces that he alone created the heavens and
the earth before a man can understand himself he must first understand
who is his creator can one understand the mysteries regarding god god
revealed that he is truth and there is none like him he simply gave us
some of his own qualities through which he can express himself to
mankind order has one boundary truth when we stand on truth god is our
witness this book captures key topics on the authority of god in
relation to the first and the last adam the basic make up of man gives
an overview of how universal sin transpired and perpetuated throughout
mankind water and blood have a spiritual significance both physically
and spiritually it solidifies the reconciliation by the infilling of the
holy spirit an action that moves man closer to god and allows god to
operate through man the spirit of the churches in revelation displays
the position of the church age moving from order pentecost to disorder
compromise the candid overview of the various churches will help you
recognize if you are in order with god or in disarray finally the
patterns are consistent with 1 truth from god 2 love to restore mankind
through grace 3 faith being the response to god s grace 4 the outward
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manifestation of the infilling spirit 5 carrying out the work of god by
charity love expression 6 producing fruit by applying the word of god in
living it and 7 hope futuristically looking for jesus return

For God and the Bible 2020-09-15
beautifully written passionately argued and frequently controversial god
an anatomy is cultural history on a grand scale three thousand years ago
in the southwest asian lands we now call israel and palestine a group of
people worshipped a complex pantheon of deities led by a father god
called el el had seventy children who were gods in their own right one
of them was a minor storm deity known as yahweh yahweh had a body a wife
offspring and colleagues he fought monsters and mortals he gorged on
food and wine wrote books and took walks and naps but he would become
something far larger and far more abstract the god of the great
monotheistic religions but as professor francesca stavrakopoulou reveals
god s cultural dna stretches back centuries before the bible was written
and persists in the tics and twitches of our own society whether we are
believers or not the bible has shaped our ideas about god and religion
but also our cultural preferences about human existence and experience
our concept of life and death our attitude to sex and gender our habits
of eating and drinking our understanding of history examining god s body
from his head to his hands feet and genitals she shows how the western
idea of god developed she explores the places and artefacts that shaped
our view of this singular god and the ancient religions and societies of
the biblical world and in doing so she analyses not only the origins of
our oldest monotheistic religions but also the origins of western
culture

The Fire of God's Presence 2005-11-07
this is a book about god not just any god but the god that created adam
and eve the god of abraham the god of the jews the god of the christians
and the god of islam without a doubt the most influential figure in the
history of human civilization but what do we really know about him who
is he where did he come from what does he look like what sort of
character does he have what if anything does he eat does he have a
family in what ways can he be said to even exist at all alexander waugh
has been asking questions like these for as long as he can remember now
having drawn from an enormous range of sources from the sacred books of
the torah the christian new testament and the islamic qur an from the
greek apocrypha and the ancient texts of nag hammadi to the dead sea
scrolls he has sought out the answers using material gleaned from the
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diverse writings of saints rabbis historians prophets atheists poets and
mystics he has molded his findings into a singular striking biographical
portrait of god erudite perceptive and entertaining god reveals many
startling and unexpected characteristics of the divine being from the
simple stories of genesis and job explored from god s own viewpoint to
the prophecies of muhammad and sybil and the intricate philosophies of
newton and nietzsche alexander waugh has left no stone unturned in his
compulsive mission to create a fascinating and complex portrait of god
as humans have claimed to understand him

Our God 2021-12-14
why do bad things happen even to good people if there is a god why aren
t god s existence and god s will for humans more apparent and if god
really does miracles for some people why not for others this book
examines these three problems of evil suffering divine hiddenness and
unfairness if miracles happen as believers claim to explore how
different ideas of god s power relate to the problem of evil keller
argues that as long as god is believed to be all powerful there are no
adequate answers to these problems nor is it enough for theists simply
to claim that human ignorance makes these problems insoluble arguing
that there are no good grounds for the belief that god is all powerful
keller instead defends the understanding of god and god s power found in
process theism and shows how it makes possible an adequate solution to
the problems of evil while providing a concept of god that is
religiously adequate

God: An Anatomy 2014-06-03
this short little book about creation as described in the holy bible and
explained by dr carl baugh s story of his scientific and biblical
creation also it includes an example of our one true god s love for all
of us in addition it tells a story about lucifer or satan and his fallen
angels since the fallen angels have been here they have changed our dna
according to genesis chapter 6 and the book of the watchers found in the
book of enoch which was recovered in the dead sea scrolls the fallen
angels insisted that humans worship them as they pretended to be gods

God 2016-04-15
winner of the pulitzer prize what sort of person is god what is his life
story is it possible to approach him not as an object of religious
reverence but as the protagonist of the world s greatest book as a
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character who possesses all the depths contradictions and abiguities of
a hamlet this is the task that jack miles a former jesuit trained in
religious studies and near eastern languages accomplishes with such
brilliance and originality in god a biography using the hebrew bible as
his text miles shows us a god who evolves through his relationship with
man the image who in time becomes his rival here is the creator who
nearly destroys his chief creation the bloodthirsty warrior and the
protector of the downtrodden the lawless law giver the scourge and the
penitent profoundly learned stylishly written the resulting work
illuminates god and man alike and returns us to the bible with a sense
of discovery and wonder

Problems of Evil and the Power of God 2019
this book are strictly the insights of the author based on his knowledge
of scripture common sense and science it covers a broad variety of
topics that are not normally discussed together in an attempt to draw
consistent conclusions about what we know about the nature of god and
ourselves the first chapter infinity describes how we know god exists
the second divinity describes certain aspects of god and our
relationship with him the third chapter the holy trinity describes god
as the holy trinity which is based on the unique observations of the
author the author understands that there will be challenges to the
numerous conclusions he makes but he hopes that the readers will read
the book in its entirety to understand that each assertion is consistent
with all other assertions made in the book the author will be glad to
follow up on those challenges

God and the State 2023-12-09
a companion book to understanding the trinity three persons vs three
manifestations throughout church history there has been confusion over
the oneness of god and the trinity who is jesus christ is he god man or
both god and man and who or what is the holy ghost understanding the
oneness of god and the conspiracy against jesus christ and the christian
church seeks to relieve your confusion and help you understand natural
and spiritual conspiracy theories god s name in hebrew greek and english
church history and theological discussions a new revolutionary oneness
in christian theology major religions and the oneness of god who is
jesus christ really the oneness of god deuteronomy 6 4 the trinity
father son and holy spirit modalism vs oneness theology who is the one
lord god almighty the dual nature of god spirit and flesh the
relationship between the sabbath and sunday antichrist statements made
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by christians god s highest and most glorious name the apostles doctrine
how to be born again through water and spirit the great commission how
jesus name was used in the born again experience how the keys of the
kingdom of heaven were used how to be born again and how the keys of the
kingdom of heaven were used to build the church upon the rock of jesus
christ will daniels books are required reading for my students if you
are seeking truth read this book dr lillie v brandon pastor and founder
of god s miracle house of prayer church

One God and the Fallen Angels 2011-03-30
one of the vital issues in contemporary christian theology is the
problem of a renewed understanding of god s eternity and its relation to
time this is not merely a peripheral doctrinal issue but lies at the
heart of our understanding of god and humanity and contributes to our
entire worldview this study focuses on a long standing debate between
two competing views on god s eternity one focused on god s absolute
timelessness in classical theism and the other on god s temporal
everlastingness in contemporary panentheism in contrast to both of these
well worn options this book presents an alternative trinitarian
analogical understanding of god s eternity and its relation to time
especially through a critical reflection on karl barth s and hans urs
von balthasar s engagement of the issue this analogical approach based
on the dynamic and dramatic concepts of god s being in relation and of
the triune god s communicative action in eternity and time has the
potential to resolve the debate between absolute timeless eternity and
temporal everlasting duration

God: A Biography 2014-05-13
genesis 6 19 and of every living thing of all flesh two of every sort
will she bring into the ark to keep them alive with them they must be
male and female genesis 6 22 thus did noah according to all that zeus
commanded him so did he genesis 7 3 of fowls also of the air by sevens
the male and the female to keep seed alive upon the face of all the
earth genesis 7 5 and noah did according unto all that mother commanded
him

Infinity, Divinity, and the Holy Trinity 2014-04
an introduction to the theology of wolfhart pannenberg pannenberg s
extensive works especially his recently published systematic theology
are increasingly regarded as of major importance professor mostert here
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provides not only a general introduction to pannenberg s theology and
many keys to enable the serious reader of theology to access pannenberg
s individual works but also sets pannenberg s complex thought in the
broadest context of contemporary philosophical and theological thought

Understanding the Oneness of God and the
Conspiracy Against Jesus Christ and the
Christian Church 2010-03-01
winner of the pulitzer prize what sort of person is god what is his life
story is it possible to approach him not as an object of religious
reverence but as the protagonist of the world s greatest book as a
character who possesses all the depths contradictions and abiguities of
a hamlet this is the task that jack miles a former jesuit trained in
religious studies and near eastern languages accomplishes with such
brilliance and originality in god a biography using the hebrew bible as
his text miles shows us a god who evolves through his relationship with
man the image who in time becomes his rival here is the creator who
nearly destroys his chief creation the bloodthirsty warrior and the
protector of the downtrodden the lawless law giver the scourge and the
penitent profoundly learned stylishly written the resulting work
illuminates god and man alike and returns us to the bible with a sense
of discovery and wonder

Time, Eternity, and the Trinity 2019-03-28
in this astonishing and at times terrifying book acclaimed writer and
political commentator martin dillon examines for the first time the true
role of religion in the conflict in northern ireland he interviewed
those directly involved terrorists like kenny mcclinton and billy wright
and churchmen like father pat buckley finding that the terrorists were
more forthcoming than the priests and ministers dillon charts the
history of the paramilitary forces on both sides and exposes the
shocking covert role of british intelligence he finds that ultimately
both the church and government have failed their communities allowing
men and women of violence to fill a vacuum with bigotry and violence

2 Gods 2002-11-01
our ancestors saw the material world as alive and they often personified
nature today we claim to be realists but in reality we are not paying
attention to the symbols and myths hidden in technology beneath much of
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our talk about computers and the internet claims william a stahl is an
unacknowledged mysticism an implicit religion by not acknowledging this
mysticism we have become critically short of ethical and intellectual
resources with which to understand and confront changes brought on by
technology

God and the Future 1996-03-19
this book is about the religions of the world today and how they compare
to christianity it further discusses how the holy bible describes the
principles of christian faith and the benefits of living a christian
life the book was written for the benefit of non believers and for
people that say they are christians but really don t know or follow god
or jesus christ it discusses questions many people have about
christianity such as if god is the loving and just god christians claim
he is why is there so much pain and suffering in the world if a non
believer dies and they are known to be a good person are they going to
hell is there a spirit and soul in each of us and does it survive our
death on this earth what happens after we die does the devil exist and
if so why and what are his powers does hell exist and why would a living
god send anyone there for eternity does heaven exist and how can we get
there these and many other topics are discussed if you have asked any of
these questions or are curious perhaps this book can provide some
insights to consider

God: A Biography 2014-06-23
excerpt from the god of the bible the god of the bible as distinguished
from the god of christian science the god of new thought the god of
spiritualism the god of theosophy the god of unitarianism the god of the
new theology the god of modern philosophy there are but comparatively
few books upon god of even merely a speculative character there are many
books on the son of god and on the spirit of god but few upon god
himself that people desire such a book is proven by the fact that when
quite recently such a book did appear it had a very large sale and
abundant commendation though it was crude in many respects and the god
of this book was not at all the god of the bible about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
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may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

God and the Gun 1620
lively points out that the conflict between the worship of many gods and
the worship of one true god never disappeared publishers weekly jonathan
kirsch has written another blockbuster about the bible and its world
david noel freedman editor in chief of the anchor bible project kirsch
tackles the central issue bedeviling the world today religious
intolerance a timely book well written and researched leonard shlain
author of the alphabet and the goddess and sex time and power an
intriguing read the jerusalem report a timely tale about the importance
of religious tolerance in today s world san francisco chronicle kirsch
is a fine storyteller with a flair for rendering ancient tales relevant
and appealing the washington post

God and the King. Or a Dialogue Wherein is
Treated of Allegiance Due to Our Most Gracious
Lord, King James, Within His Dominions
2016-04-13
illustrating their points with materials ranging from the prehistoric
cave paintings to the mystic jewish kabbalah from the ancient indians
vedas to tales of the north american indians and other myths from around
the world leeming and page reveals the changing mask of the male divine

The Story of the Return of God and the Arrival
of Goddess 2009-08-03

God and the Chip 2018-10-13

God and Eternity - Logic, Guidance Or Myth
2019-03-14
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The God of the Bible 2005-01-25

God Against the Gods 1997

God
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